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 The Roman Emperor as Russian Tsar:

 Tacitus and Pushkini

 G. W. BOWERSOCK

 Professor ofAncient History, School of Historical Studies

 Institutefor Advanced Study

 The government of any nation is unusually vulnerable at times of
 transition in its leadership, whether occasioned by death, resignation,

 or even a prescribed constitutional process of renewal. The situation is
 naturally exacerbated when power is concentrated in the hands of a despot
 or monarch, however benevolent. It is exacerbated further when a
 monarchy is still young, and no precedent exists for the process of

 succession. The empire of Rome that had taken shape under the Republic
 passed into the hands of one man after a long civil war that ended with the

 death of Marc Antony, and although that man presented himself as no
 more than the first among peers, the princeps in a government called the
 Principate, he was in fact an emperor. In his long life he managed to
 consolidate his powers and stabilize the extensive Mediterranean world
 over which he ruled. But no Roman was fully prepared for what might
 happen at his death. The cracks in this newly created imperial edifice were
 never more apparent than in the dangerous moment of transition, and it

 is with that moment that I propose to begin. The circumstances will be
 familiar to many, but certainly not to all, and they are fundamental for
 understanding the discussion that will follow.

 At Nola in Italian Campania, south of Rome, on 19 August of the
 year 14 the first emperor of the Roman Empire, Caesar Augustus, died.
 His adopted son and designated successor, Tiberius, had been summoned
 back from Illyricum for the event, and it is not known whether he arrived

 at Nola in time to find Augustus still alive. His mother, the powerful and
 ambitious Livia, who happened to be the late emperor's last wife, had
 taken the initiative to recall Tiberius to Italy. There had never before been
 a dynastic succession at Rome. Even with the formal adoption and

 A much abbreviated version of this paper was presented on 26 May 1998 before the joint
 meeting of the Swedish Academy of Sciences and the American Philosophical Society in
 Stockholm. A draft of the full text served as the basis of the annual Tracy Lecture at the
 University of Illinois at Chicago on 17 April 1998, and a revised form of the full text
 constituted the annual Syme Lecture at Wolfson College, Oxford on 5 November 1998. I
 am deeply grateful to Caryl Emerson for valuable comments on this paper.
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 THE ROMAN EMPEROR AS RUSSIAN TSAR 131

 conferral of the tribunician power that Augustus had chosen to indicate
 the choice of his stepson as his heir, uncertainty reigned at the end.
 Although the news of Augustus' death was promulgated at the same time
 as the accession of Tiberius, there were weeks of anxious talk and waiting
 in the capital. The designated heir showed himself modestly reluctant to
 assume so vast an authority as Augustus had wielded, and the voices of
 possible rivals to the throne were heard in the debates. It was not until
 nearly a month later, on 17 September, that the senate decreed divine
 honors for the deceased emperor.

 Various constitutional proprieties were observed during the time
 of transition. The Roman consuls, magistrates, senate, army, and populace
 all swore an oath of allegiance to the new ruler. The will of Augustus was
 produced and implemented, and arrangements for the funeral were
 discussed. But the summary execution of Tiberius' most serious rival,
 Augustus' own .grandson Agrippa Postumus, was nowhere publicly
 acknowledged. It was said that the aged Augustus had gone personally to
 visit the bluff and popular young man on the island of Planasia, to which
 he had been removed during the ascendancy of Tiberius. There had been
 reports of a tearful and affectionate reunion. The murder of Agrippa soon
 afterward seemed to some to reflect the anxiety and ruthlessness of Livia,

 eager to smooth the path for Tiberius. By this time her son was already a
 man of middle age, born fifty-five years earlier and seasoned in warfare and
 in politics. He knew perfectly well that Augustus would have preferred
 others to him, but the gifted general Agrippa (Postumus' father) and
 Augustus' two grandsons, Gaius and Lucius, had all died before the
 emperor himself. Unsure of the talents of the young Agrippa and
 doubtless moved by the insinuations of Livia, Augustus had settled upon
 Tiberius. But his death could easily have renewed the options for
 succession. Augustus himself had identified three categories of senators
 who might be candidates for his role as princeps: those who were not up
 to the job but wanted it, those who were up to it but did not want it, and
 finally those who were both up to it and wanted it. Those were the ones
 that Tiberius had to worry about in attempting to establish his power.

 About a century after that perilous transition from the reign of
 Augustus to that of Tiberius, the greatest of all the Roman historians,
 Cornelius Tacitus, wrote an ironic and eloquent account of the events of
 August and September of the year 14.2 He himself had the opportunity in
 his own lifetime to observe several changes of regime, and he knew how
 to interrogate the sources available to him, which were largely self-serving
 memoirs by members of the family of interested parties, or histories based

 2 Tacitus, Annals 1. 5-15.
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 on such memoirs. When the emperor Trajan died in 117, a powerful wife
 seemed again to have secured the succession, and there was reason to
 believe that the news of the emperor's death was withheld until Hadrian
 could be proclaimed the new emperor in the same announcement that
 publicized Trajan's death. Such maneuverings are hardly unusual in the
 history of autocratic regimes. Tacitus, in his Annals, may well have been
 writing his account of the succession to Augustus under the impact of the

 recent succession to Trajan. At least this is an attractive hypothesis, most
 vigorously supported by Tacitus' most astute reader in modern times, Sir

 Ronald Syme.3 The parallels in the two episodes were undeniably close.
 The character of Tacitus' account of the reign of Tiberius can be

 deduced at once from the words with which he introduces it: "The first
 crime (primum facinus) of the new regime was the murder of Agrippa
 Postumus. Although unwares and unarmed he was firm in spirit, and a
 centurion had difficulty in dispatching him. Tiberius said nothing about
 this in the senate." The confusion and mixed emotions of the senators at
 this time are marvelously evoked by the historian. They wished neither to

 seem glad at the death of Augustus nor unhappy at the elevation of
 Tiberius. Tears and rejoicing, lamentation and adulation were all mixed up
 together. When Tiberius himself spoke in the senate about his reluctance
 to assume so awesome a burden as the rule of the Roman world, he
 discoursed variously about the size of the empire and his own inadequacy
 (ille vane disserebat de magnitudine imperi, sua modestia). He had received
 direct experience of only part of the responsibilities to which he was now
 called. Only Augustus had the capacity to undertake so great a task.
 Tacitus comments perceptively that the only fear the senators felt in
 hearing all this was that they might actually appear to show that they
 understood what was going on (unus metus si intellegere viderentur).4 A
 grotesque debate followed in which Tiberius was invited to say which part
 of the imperial power he would wish to have, if he felt unequal to
 assuming all of it.

 Once established on the throne of Augustus, Tiberius discovered
 that his anxieties would not end. Tacitus relentlessly chronicled his
 problems. Chief among them was the extraordinary popularity of his own
 nephew, Germanicus, who enjoyed what Tacitus called an amazing
 popularity with the people (mirus apud populum favor). The elimination
 of Agrippa Postumus had removed a direct heir to Augustus, but the
 personal charisma of Germanicus raised up another rival in Agrippa's

 3 Ronald Syme, Tacitus, vol. 2 (Oxford, 1958), chap. 37 ("Tacitus and Hadrian"): 494-503,
 especially 492-96.

 4 Tacitus, AnnalsI. 11.
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 place. Nor was Agrippa himself forgotten. One of his devoted slaves called
 Clemens, who bore an uncanny resemblance to the dead man, presented
 himself as the living Agrippa, whose demise was alleged to have been
 reported in error.5 The false Agrippa acquired a considerable following,
 and Tiberius was terrified. He had the pretender apprehended and brought
 before him. In a memorable moment immortalized by Tacitus, the false
 Agrippa was brought bound into the palace. When Tiberius asked him
 how he became Agrippa, the clever slave shot back in reply, "In the same
 way you became emperor."6 Tiberius had him executed, and the whole
 episode was covered up in silence. There was no investigation of any
 possible co-conspirators.

 The Tiberius in Tacitus is a --secretive, fearful, ruthless ruler, whose

 public statements were invariably obscure or ambivalent and whose
 decisions appeared to be dictated by his domineering mother. Yet Tacitus
 is scrupulous to describe actions and policies that might cast doubt on this
 unflattering portrait. For example, when the senate, in a servile mood,
 proposed to award extravagant honors to Livia in 14, Tacitus records that
 Tiberius rejected them as inappropriate. But he cannot resist observing at
 the same time that the emperor was fearful that the ascendancy of a
 woman might diminish his own authority.7 The recent discovery of a long
 inscription of some 176 lines, found eight years ago in no less than six
 copies in Spain, has served to underscore the discretion of Tacitus in
 compiling his history from archival material.8 Among many revelations
 this document includes an explicit statement that the senators exempted
 a guilty party from punishment in the matter of the mysterious death of

 Germanicus solely because Tiberius asked them to do so at the express
 request of his mother.9 Tacitus sees the worst in the history of the early
 Roman empire, but it is increasingly apparent that he did so because the
 worst was in fact what happened. The struggle of Tiberius to retain his
 integrity and his authority was perhaps not the dissembling and mendacity
 that Tacitus proposed as an explanation. He may have been genuinely
 trapped in a system and society he could not handle. His ultimate
 withdrawal to a life of solitude and debauchery on the island of Capri

 5 Tacitus describes the episode in Annals II. 39-40.

 6 Percunctanti Tiberio, quo modo Agrippafactus esset, respondissefertur 'quo modo tu
 Caesar' (Tacitus, Annals II. 40).

 7 Tacitus, Annals I. 14.

 8 Werner Eck, Antonio Caballos, Fernando Fernandez, Das senatus consultum de Cn.
 Pisonepatre, Vestigia: Beitrage zur Alten Geschichte, Bd. 48 (Munich, 1996) and Antonio
 Caballos, Werner Eck, Fernando Fernandez, El Senadoconsulto de Gneo Pison Padre
 (Seville, 1996).

 9 Line 113: ...pro Plancina rogatu matris suae deprecatus sit.
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 could be explained in these terms and make of Tiberius' life something
 more tragic than criminal.

 Tacitus' portrait of Tiberius and the uneasy transition to imperial
 rule has engaged students of history and literature ever since the manu-

 script of his Annals was first published in the late fifteenth century. From
 Lipsius and Scaliger in the Renaissance to Syme in the twentieth century

 opinions of both emperor and historian have varied widely. The declama-
 tory and epigrammatic style affected by Tacitus has put many readers on
 their guard. The tragic unfolding of the narrative of Tiberius' reign has
 seemed to some more like artifice than fact. But one of the most intelligent
 and thoughtful readers of Tacitus has somehow escaped notice almost

 entirely. This is all the more surprising since that reader stands among the
 few towering writers of modern literature. He is Alexander Sergeevitch
 Pushkin, best known for his Byronic verse novel, Yevgeny Onegin, and his

 drama, Boris Godunov. For Europeans and North Americans the adapta-
 tions of these works into operas by Tchaikovsky and Mussorgsky
 respectively are better known than the originals. But no one who has read
 at all extensively in world literature could deny Pushkin a place alongside

 Goethe, Dante, and even Shakespeare. It is therefore of no little interest
 or significance that he read and annotated the Annals of Tacitus.

 Most of the observations on Tacitus were written in 1825 in a

 single notebook, which was partially published in 1855, then rediscovered
 and republished in 1899. One additional comment in a different notebook
 and written a year or two later was made known separately in 1884.10
 Although the notes can be found in the standard multi-volume editions of
 the complete works of Pushkin, they have rarely attracted attention. A
 few Soviet Pushkin scholars took account of them in connection with the
 play Boris Godunov, which was written at the same time-in 1825, but to
 my knowledge, apart from a seriously ill-informed summary in an
 American journal of Slavic studies11 and an inaccurate translation
 incorporated in a volume of references to Tacitus in modern literature 12
 there has been no attention to Pushkin's notes in the West and none
 anywhere by a classical scholar. Even a magisterial volume of nearly three

 10 Notes 6, 7, and 8 were first published in Materialy dlya biografli Pushkina (1855), pp.
 170-7 1, and notes 1-5 in Vestnik Yevropy (1874), 11. pp. 537-38. The ninth note was first
 made public in Russkaya Starina 5 (1884), 352. 1 have studied the notes in the 1936
 Academia edition of the complete works in six volumes under the editorship of M. A.
 Tsyavlovskii, 5: 267-69. See further 1. D. Amusin, "Pushkin i Tatsit," Vremennik
 Pushkinskoi Komissii 6 (1941): 160-80.

 1 1Andrew Kahn, "Readings of Imperial Rome from Lomonosov to Pushkin," Slavic Review
 52 (1993): 745-68, with 763-68 on the Pushkin notes.

 12 Ronald Mellor (ed.), Tacitus: The Classical Heritage (New York, 1995), 206-08.
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 hundred pages, published in English in 1989, on the origins and influence
 of the Boris play has nothing to say about Tacitus."3 Pushkin's annota-
 tions, nine in number, are responses to passages in the first book of the
 Annals, although they show close acquaintance with other parts of that
 work.

 There is little room for doubt that Pushkin read the Annals in
 Latin. We know that he possessed a French translation that included the
 original Latin text en regard,"4 and he may well have used the French
 rendering to help him over difficult passages. But, as we shall see, the notes

 show unambiguously that the poet was operating with Tacitus' own
 words. As for Pushkin's Latin, the memorable opening stanza of the
 eighth chapter of Onegin contains a luminous account of the epiphany of
 his muse in his schoolboy's cell at the Lyceum, where he says he preferred
 Apuleius to Cicero. (Let us not forget that the Latinity of Apuleius is
 considerably more challenging than that of Cicero.) Naturally not
 everyone in Pushkin's day had such good Latin or precocious taste, least
 of all Onegin himself, who is described early in Chapter One of Pushkin's
 novel as barely able to read an epigraph or puzzle out a line of
 Juvenal-although he did know enough to end a letter with vale or recite
 two lines of Virgil's Aeneid, albeit with mistakes. Interestingly a canceled
 draft of those very lines about the hero's Latin asserts explicitly that
 Onegin was altogether unable to read Tacitus. But a letter to Pushkin's
 friend Anton Delvig of 23 July 1825 shows the poet enthusiastically
 reading the Annals with perfect comprehension. It is obvious that Pushkin
 was thinking hard about Tacitus' depiction of the emperor Tiberius
 precisely when he was at work on his dramatic representation of the Tsar
 Boris at the end of the sixteenth century. The tragic dilemma of both of
 these tormented rulers led Pushkin to reflect on the nature of autocratic
 power and to offer reinterpretations of the reigns of emperor and Tsar that
 are at once fresh and mutually supportive. There could be no better
 illustration of the confluence of historical analysis and literary creativity.

 When Pushkin wrote his letter to Delvig, he had been reading the
 fourth book of the Annals, from which he cites the notorious case of
 Vibius Serenus. The man's own son denounced him to the state for
 treason, and Tacitus describes the ugly spectacle of the older man bound

 13 Caryl Emerson, Boris Godunov. Transpositions of a Russian Theme (Bloomington and
 Indianapolis, 1986). By contrast, Lotman, in his commentary on the Pushkin play, is fully
 aware of the relevance of Tacitus: A. S. Pushkin, Boris Godunov, with introduction and
 textual preparation by S. A. Fomichev, and commentary by L. M. Lotman (St. Petersburg,
 1996), 140-42.

 14 Tacite, traduction nouvelle, avec le lexie latin en regard, ed. Dureau de Lamalle (Paris,
 1817-18).
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 in chains before his elegantly attired young accuser. The senatorial court

 found against the father, for whom exile on a barren and waterless island
 was proposed. But Tiberius, rejecting so harsh a penalty, observed that in

 a case where there was no capital punishment any place of exile should at
 least provide the means for sustaining life.15 Pushkin was profoundly

 impressed by Tiberius' judgment and characterized the emperor's words
 as reflections of a noble and humane spirit. In fact, wrote Pushkin, "the
 more I read Tacitus, the more I come to like Tiberius. He was one of the
 greatest administrative minds of antiquity." The resolute refusal of
 Pushkin to absorb Tacitus' sardonic view of the emperor shows an unusual
 disposition to separate what the historian reports from what he insinuates.
 In the case of Vibius Serenus, Tacitus drew the conclusion that the
 emperor was encouraging the spread of informers by allowing the
 unedifying denunciation of a father by his own son. But for Pushkin, who
 was clearly prepared to accept the father's guilt, it was the emperor's

 tempering of the penalty that had the greatest impact.

 This disposition to read beyond the implications of Tacitus'
 narrative to a quite different interpretation of the facts he records is the
 dominant feature of all the annotations on the first book of the Annals.
 Tacitus' portrait of Tiberius had been an icon of liberal intellectuals, and
 Tiberius himself a paradigm of tyranny. Yet each of Pushkin's nine notes
 presents a startlingly new and largely positive assessment of that Roman
 emperor as head of a monarchic state. The notes were written in the final
 months of the reign of Alexander I, whose success against Napoleon and
 whose relatively enlightened policies had doubtless shaped Pushkin's
 thinking about kingship. Yet this same Tsar had kept the poet in exile for
 five years for the free thinking expressed in his epigrams. Pushkin's

 attitude to Alexander was understandably complex, and it varied over
 time. In 1824, the year immediately before the notes on Tacitus, he had
 written a grandiose poetic tribute to the Tsar as liberator of Europe. His
 view could, of course, be considerably more hostile, even in writings of the

 same general period. He is known to have referred to Alexander by the
 very name of Tiberius, and that was not meant as a compliment. Yet,

 unlike some of his friends, Pushkin was never a revolutionary (despite the
 best efforts of Soviet scholars to turn him into one), and even in 1830, in

 the surviving fragments of the discarded tenth chapter of Onegin, the poet
 could acclaim Alexander as the leader of all rulers at the same time as
 ridiculing him as crafty, lazy, and bald. The notes on Tacitus written in

 15 Tacitus, Annals WV. 30: Gallus Asinius Gyaro aut Donusa claudendum censeret, id
 quoque aspernatus est, egenam aquae utrarnque insulam referens dandosque vitae usus, cui
 vita concederetur.
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 1825 can only imply that at that moment his assessment of Alexander was

 no less positive than it was of Tiberius. Pushkin is evidently trying to

 separate statecraft and administrative skill from faults of character. This is
 a fundamental point, and it is as timely an issue today as it was then.

 Particularly important for Pushkin's interest in Tacitus' treatment
 of monarchic rule was the recent publication of the tenth and eleventh
 volumes of the History of the Russian State by Nikolai Karamzin. This
 work offered an eloquent justification of the Russian monarchy without
 shrinking from detailed exposition of the most horrifying excesses of some
 of its rulers (notably Ivan the Terrible). Karamzin knew his Tacitus well
 and had even written a poem about him. In his History the troubled
 aftermath of the reign of Ivan was extensively narrated on the basis of

 Russian chronicles. The story of Boris Godunov, brother-in-law of Ivan's
 feeble-minded successor, Fyodor, and regent for the young man, captured

 the imagination of Pushkin. When Fyodor died, Boris assumed the

 succession after a period of uncertainty and ambivalence. Pushkin had read
 in Karamzin's history that Boris had caused the nine-year-old Dimitri,

 another son of Ivan and the true successor to Fyodor, to be put to death
 in the town of Uglich seven years earlier. (Whether this is historically
 accurate, as it may well not be, is irrelevant here.) In short Pushkin learned

 from Karamzin that Boris had eliminated a rival of the blood to prepare
 the way for his own accession to the throne. Since his drama on Boris's
 tragic rule was dedicated to Karamzin, it is worth noting that Pushkin's
 friend Ryleev, who was subsequently hanged as a radical member of the

 Decembrist conspiracy, had once described the historian in a letter as "our
 Tacitus." When Pushkin wrote his play in 1825, we know that he had
 taken up reading the real Tacitus. The parallel with Tiberius must have
 leapt to his eyes. Pushkin's engagement with Karamzin's Boris propelled

 him to a new and sympathetic view of autocratic power.
 The first of the notes on the Annals was inspired by the account

 of the murder of Agrippa Postumus. Here are Pushkin's words:

 Tiberius was in Illyricum when he received the news of the illness of
 the old Augustus-it is not known whether he found him alive or dead.
 His first crime, Tacitus notes, was the murder of Agrippa Postumus, the

 grandson of Augustus. If murder can be guiltless in an autocratic state
 when it is for reasons of political necessity, then Tiberius was justified.

 Agrippa, the natural grandson of Augustus, had a rightful claim to
 power, and the people liked his unusual strength, audacity, and even his

 simple mind. Such persons can always gain the greatest number of
 adherents, or else serve as an instrument for a cunning revolutionary.
 Tacitus says that it was unknown whether Tiberius or his mother Livia
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 had ordered that murder. It was probably Livia, but Tiberius too would
 not have held back.

 Pushkin's formulation of the potential opposition between people and
 ruler and the rationale he provides for assassination both go to the heart

 of the reign of Tsar Boris, at least as Karamzin conceived it and, through
 him, Pushkin. In the celebrated monologue beginning "I have reached the
 highest power" (dostig ya vysshei viasti), Boris lashes out against the failure
 of the Russian people to appreciate his generosity and care, and in that
 same monologue he confesses that his conscience can never rest because of
 the one terrible crime for which he was responsible, the murder of the
 Tsarevitch DiMi'tri. The fickle enthusiasms of the people that Pushkin

 invoked for Agrippa Postumus reappear in Boris's bitter line, which
 follows his anguished recalling of all he had done for the Russian people,
 "This is the judgment of the mob: look for any love in it." The Russian
 word here is lyubov, "love," or, as it would be in Latin, amor. For this
 seems to echo what Tacitus had written in generalizing terms about
 Tiberius' problems with the much loved Germanicus: breves et infaustos
 populi Romani amores, "short-lived and ill-omened are the loves of the
 Roman people,"' a text that perhaps left its mark upon Pushkin.

 After commenting on the death of Agrippa Postumus, Pushkin
 went on to write a series of four notes inspired by material in chapters 8
 to 15 of Book One of the Annals. These chapters are all concerned with
 the weeks immediately after Augustus' death and the uncertain position
 of Tiberius. Although oaths of allegiance had already been sworn, Tiberius
 continued to behave as if he were not sure he was capable of undertaking
 what he described, echoing Virgil, as the great burden of empire (tantae

 molis capacem). He was, in Tacitus' phrase ambiguus imperandi, unclear
 about whether or not to rule. Pushkin addressed several individual points
 in the process of establishing the new regime. First of these was Tiberius'
 handling of a request from the senate concerning the arrangements for
 Augustus' funeral. Tacitus characterized the emperor's conduct with the
 ironic expression, "arrogant moderation" (adroganti moderatione). These
 words struck Pushkin so forcefully that he wrote out a literal Russian
 translation (s nasmeshlivoi skromnostiyu), to which he appended an
 observation that although the emperor was decisive (reshitel'nyi) in his
 actions he appeared to be confused and secretive in some of his relations
 with the senate. Pushkin, however, found this to be commendable
 statecraft, and we may have an echo of his opinion in the lines that the

 16 Tacitus, Annals II. 41.
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 dying Boris addressed to his son: "Keep your silence. The imperial voice
 ought not to be spread upon the air on any paltry matter."

 Another phrase in Tacitus' Latin caught Pushkin's attention. The
 historian had suggested that Augustus' designation of Tiberius to succeed
 him reflected a desire to seek glory for himself by comparison with an

 inferior successor (comparatione deterrma sibi gloriam quaesivisse). Pushkin
 utterly rejected so ungenerous an interpretation and, as in the previous
 note, made a literal Russian translation of the key Latin words (dlya
 nevygodnogo sravneniya). 7 The capacity of a clever monarch to recognize
 the value of a superior rather than inferior successor is another of the
 topics that Boris, as he is dying, is made to present to his son and heir: "I
 had to destroy people, to punish them. You can be different. They will
 bless you, just as they blessed your uncle when he took over the throne
 from Ivan the Terrible." It is clear once again that, despite the tragedy that

 brought down Boris, Pushkin invests the Tsar with principles of
 government that he admired and that he learned in his debate with
 Tacitus.

 Naturally Pushkin was much interested in the charade in which
 Tiberius proposed that he might assume part of the imperial power but
 not all of it. In his notebook the poet carefully recorded the dangers that
 befell those whose misplaced servility led them to ask which part Tiberius
 might like. But, at the same time, he took note of the emperor's resolve in
 disallowing extravagant honors to Livia, and he rebuked Tacitus for
 suggesting that envy (invidia) lay behind the imperial restraint. Here again
 Pushkin translated literally into Russian the offending Latin word -zavist'.
 The apparent reluctance of Tiberius to become emperor is thus deeply
 probed in the first five of Pushkin's notes. We can be certain that the poet
 knew these early chapters of the Annals extremely well, and if we look at
 the structure of Tacitus' text at this point and compare it with the opening

 scenes of Pushkin's play we will see just how profoundly his reading of the
 Roman historian influenced his dramatization of the narrative of
 Karamzin.

 After the report of Augustus' funeral, Tacitus introduces two
 extraordinary chapters in which he recreates the gossip at Rome at that
 precarious time. These include both positive and negative assessments of
 Augustus himself, as well as of the significance of his designation of
 Tiberius to succeed him. Next, says Tacitus, entreaties were directed to
 Tiberius. This is the point at which Tiberius, after receiving the prayers of
 his people, delivers his speech on the magnitude of the empire and his own

 17 Pushkin's French translation gave par le plus effrayant contraste, which leaves no doubt
 that the poet was working from the Latin text.
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 inadequacy (de magnitudine imperi sua modestia). As we saw earlier, when
 the speech was over, the senators did their best not to show that they
 understood what was going on. This memorable scenario is re-enacted in

 Russian terms at the beginning of Pushkin's play. The first scene, written

 in the Shakespearean manner,'8 brings on two courtiers who gossip about
 the uncertainty surrounding the succession to Fyodor. They comment on
 the prayers and entreaties to Boris to take over the rule, and one of the

 courtiers, Prince Shuiskii, argues that the whole episode of reluctance has

 been staged in order to strengthen the Tsar when he finally agrees to take

 over. This is the gossip of the interregnum.
 Boris finally agrees to accept the power, and in an extraordinary

 scene he delivers a speech before the boyars that is strikingly similar to
 Tiberius' speech before the senators: "You, reverend patriarch, and you,
 boyars-my soul is stripped bare before you. You see that I am assuming
 a great power with fear and humility. How great a burden is my
 responsibility." The speech is short and concludes with a request to the
 boyars to make a formal decision: "I await confirmation from you, boyars.

 ." The boyars declare that they maintain their oath, already given. After

 Boris goes forth to honor the graves of past Russian rulers and to offer a
 feast for the people, the two courtiers from the opening scene are left on
 stage. Shuiskii is told that everything was indeed turning out as he
 suspected it would. But he responds incredulously, "What?" "Right here,
 not long ago. Don't you remember?" "No, I remember nothing.... Now
 is not a time to remember. I advise you too to forget. Besides I was merely
 trying to test you with a pretense of malicious talk, to know the true,
 secret outline of your thoughts. But look, the people are welcoming the
 Tsar. They might notice my absence. I'll follow them." There could be no
 finer dramatization of Tacitus' epigrammatic words, unus metus si
 intellegere viderentur ("Their only fear was to appear to understand").

 Once Pushkin had registered his observations on the accession of
 Tiberius, he added further notes to his notebook on Tacitus only
 sporadically. But these notes are no less instructive than the earlier ones.
 They are largely occupied with the threat posed by the popular
 Germanicus to the stability of Tiberius' reign. The only one that is not
 concerns the death of Augustus' exiled daughter Julia, whom Pushkin
 correctly, but without any correlative reference in Tacitus, connected with
 a scandal that also sent Ovid into exile. Ovid, as a fellow poet banished
 from the capital by his emperor, was naturally an important figure in

 18 The influence of Shakespeare on Pushkin's Boris is important: cf., for example, Monika
 Greenleaf, Pushkin and Romantic Fashion. Fragment, Elegy, Orient, Irony (Stanford,
 1994), chapter 4, brought to my attention by Caryl Emerson.
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 Pushkin's classical world.'9 The libidinous Julia was said to have died of

 starvation-an explanation that Pushkin found highly implausible. No
 doubt remembering Tiberius' desire to provide adequate life support for
 the exile Vibius Serenus, Pushkin drily observed that Julia could just as
 easily have been starved to death in a prison. He obviously judged Tacitus'
 account a tendentious effort to smear Tiberius. After all, Pushkin knew
 from personal experience the difference between a productive life in exile
 and being put to death.

 In his extensive notes on Germanicus, Pushkin once again showed

 an uncanny ability to read beyond the interpretations of the historian and
 to rethink the events he describes. Germanicus, as general of the legions
 on the Rhine, was faced with a revolt that he had great difficulty in
 containing. Pushkin, unlike Tacitus, suggested that Germanicus brought
 the revolt to an end by making excessive concessions, which only served
 to reinforce his popularity. In other words, he believed Tiberius, who has
 been criticized from antiquity to the present for being jealous of
 Germanicus, had every reason to be wary of the young commander as
 irresolute and militarily incompetent.

 This unflattering opinion of Germanicus allows Pushkin to offer
 a most surprising interpretation of a famous episode during the course of
 the revolt in Germany. The commander, unable to quell the uprising,
 took his sword, in a theatrical gesture, and appeared about to commit
 suicide in front of the troops. At that moment one of the soldiers held out
 his own sword to Germanicus and cried out, "This one is sharper." Tacitus
 uses this incident to build sympathy for the commander, and he suggests
 that so ill-mannered an offer even offended the soldiers themselves.
 Pushkin once more literally translated the Latin at this point (saevum id

 malique moris etiam furentibus)20 and then went on to denounce the
 Tacitean interpretation. Arguing on the basis of several other instances in

 the Annals that suicide was a noble recourse for a Roman under such
 circumstances, Pushkin saw the offer of a sharper sword as a friendly and
 supportive act from an admirer of Germanicus. He explicitly compares the
 propriety and dignity of suicide in antiquity with the practice of the duel
 to death in his own day. The poignancy of this comparison is deepened
 not merely by our memories of the death of Lenski in the famous duel

 19 See D. P. Yakubovich, "Antichnost' v tvorchestve Pushkina," Vremennik Pushkinskoi
 Komissii 6 (1941), 92-159, especially 138-43 on Ovid as a poet in exile and with discussion
 of Pushkin's poem "To Ovid" of 26 December 1821.

 20 Pushkin's French translation only paraphrases these words: Cette atrocite les rivolta, tout
 furieux qu 'is itaient. But the poet's Russian carefully renders the Latin: zlobno i zhestoko
 samym yarostnym myatezhnikam.
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 with Onegin but by the death of Pushkin himself in a duel only twelve

 years after he wrote this note.

 Even though Germanicus remained loyal to Tiberius his immense
 popularity undoubtedly increased the emperor's insecurity. But the slave
 of Agrippa Postumus, Clemens, actually undertook to overthrow
 Tiberius, with the result that only two years after becoming emperor he
 was confronted with a pretender in the guise of the murdered legitimate

 heir. The Clemens episode, which Pushkin undoubtedly read in his
 traversal of the Annals, provides another strong link between the careers
 of Boris and Tiberius. The murder of Prince Dimitri at Uglich and the
 murder of Agrippa Postumus, although carried out at different times in
 relation to the accession, left an inextinguishable stain upon their reigns,
 as Boris is explicitly made to recognize, for his part, in the monologue on
 the highest power: yedinoyepyatno ("one blot"). Both rulers had later to
 contend with pretenders-a false Agrippa and a false Dimitnr. Tiberius was
 fortunate to be able to capture and eliminate his pretender, whereas Boris
 was himself destroyed by the rising popularity of a young monk who was

 inspired to impersonate Dimitri. By his age and appearance he persuaded
 many, both inside and outside Russia, that Dimitri had truly not died.

 Twice in Pushkin's play Boris tries to assuage his anxiety over the
 successes of the false Dimitri by appealing to the argument that all the
 youth had in his favor was a name. After a frightening meeting with
 Shuiskii in which Boris pleads for eyewitness confirmation of the boy's
 death, Boris asks himself, "But who is he, my terrible adversary? Who is
 he to me? An empty name, a shadow. Will a shadow tear away the purple
 robe from me or will a mere word deprive my children of the succession?"
 And again in the farewell to his son the dying Tsar says, "He is dangerous,
 that miraculous pretender (samozvanets). He is armed with a horrifying
 name." For anyone who knows Roman history and literature-and
 Pushkin did-these lines are unmistakable echoes of Cicero's famous
 words, written shortly before his death, about the young upstart Octavian,
 to whom Julius Caesar had given his name by testamentary adoption and
 who was to become the future Augustus: o puer... , qui omnia nomini
 debes! ("0 youth, who owe everything to a name"). Pushkin knew
 perfectly well that Boris could not take any comfort from the apparent
 insubstantiality of a name.

 The irrational forces that overwhelmed Boris brought on his tragic
 end. After Tiberius' first few years the parallels with Boris end. The
 Roman emperor lived to rule for another two decades. But Pushkin clearly
 saw in Boris many of the monarchic virtues he found in Tiberius. This
 made his death all the more moving. The notes on Tacitus can leave the
 reader in no doubt that Pushkin found as much to admire in Boris as he
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 did in Tiberius. It is therefore wholly misguided to argue, as Soviet critics
 apparently felt obliged to do, that the Tsar was condemned in Pushkin's
 drama. One Soviet writer, who was fully acquainted with the Tacitus
 notes, went so far in 1969 as to assert that Pushkin had a favorable view of
 the Roman emperor because he had murdered an adult heir to the throne,
 whereas the poet condemned the Tsar because he had murdered a child.2'
 The simple fact is that Pushkin sympathized with both rulers when he was
 writing in 1825.

 But later in that same year a sudden turn of events must have
 compelled him to think again. On 19 November Tsar Alexander I died
 without surviving male issue, and the expected successor, his younger
 brother Konstantin, refused the throne, which then passed to his third and

 youngest brother Nicholas I. These events provided the background for
 one of the most dramatic and influential liberal conspiracies in the entire
 history of Tsarist Russia, the plot of 14 December organized by a group
 of highly educated men (many of whom were Pushkin's friends). The so-
 called Decembrist uprising was savagely cut down in St. Petersburg in the
 shadow of St. Isaac's cathedral and led to the execution of several
 conspirators and the exile of hundreds of others. Even today the mention
 of Decembrists is enough to evoke traditions of free thinking, constitu-
 tional government, and courage in Russian history. Although Pushkin
 himself had felt the chill of banishment under Alexander, he had not
 passed his time in the inhospitable wastes of Siberia that were prescribed
 for the surviving Decembrists. Nor was he himself involved in their plot,
 but good friends of his were.

 It is therefore of the greatest interest that the ninth and last of the

 notes on Tacitus' Annals should be utterly different in character from the
 others. It was written after 1825 and in a different notebook. It shows a
 much more positive assessment of Tacitus' opinions and describes the
 historian with a liberal tag as the "scourge of tyrants." We are suddenly far
 removed from the polemic against Tacitus in the earlier notes. In this last
 and ninth note Pushkin wrote that it was not surprising Napoleon had no
 liking for Tacitus, but that it was indeed surprising he was candid enough
 to say so. For the people would easily recognize the hatred of a tyrant for
 a long dead writer who implicitly denounced him. Pushkin's note goes on
 to paraphrase, with no apparent disapproval, Tacitus' belief that Tiberius
 did not wish to give an opportunity to many senators to advance their
 careers and so he therefore simply prolonged the terms of appointees
 already dispatched to the provinces. Pushkin's attitude to Tiberius'

 21 B. G. Reizov, "Pushkin, Tatsit i 'Boris Godunov,"' Russkaya Literatura 1969, no. 4, 79-
 83.
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 administrative skill seems oddly different here, and in his paraphrase he
 translates Tacitus' callilum ingenium ("devious disposition") with the more
 negative zlaya dusha ("malevolent spirit").

 In one of the more bizarre turns of Pushkin criticism a Soviet
 writer in 1941 alleged that the tyrant who was candid enough to admit his
 dislike of Tacitus was not Napoleon but Alexander I, whose name Pushkin
 is imagined to have represented by a code-word beginning with the letter
 N.22 Soviet critics consistently had problems with Pushkin's more
 appreciative assessments of Tsar Alexander (and hence badly misread the

 Tacitus notes), but this particular emendation, implausible on its face,
 would make syntactical nonsense of the text. Nonetheless it is important
 to acknowledge that there is a striking change in tone here, which can only

 reflect Pushkin's experience of the Decembrist uprising. A similar
 explanation undoubtedly lies behind the cancellation of some lines he
 wrote about Tacitus in an essay on popular education from 1826 or 1827.
 The draft of the piece had originally contained a sentence that seems in
 complete accord with all the notes from 1825: Tacitus, wrote Pushkin,
 was a great satirical writer, but a dangerous rhetorician, full of political

 prejudices." This sharp remark was eliminated in the final version of the
 essay. The deletion would again seem to reflect Pushkin's reaction to the
 events of 14 December.

 But the drama of Boris already contained such a nuanced and
 subtle portrait that any second thoughts that Pushkin may have had about
 Tacitus as a historian had no bearing on his dramatic treatment of the

 Russian Tsar. His deep reading in the Annals had produced issues of
 universal importance on the practice of statecraft in an autocratic regime,
 and these transcended the fierce response to the Decembrists. Ultimately
 the tragedy of Boris was not only a personal tragedy but a tragedy for the
 people as well. The pretender was, after all, really a pretender, a charis-
 matic and incompetent ex-monk. The death of Boris was a grievous wound
 to the Russian state. Pushkin made this unforgettably clear in the stage
 directions at the very end of his play. After the agents of the false Dimitri

 go offstage to invade the tsar's palace and brutally kill his wife and son,
 whose screams can be heard outside, one of them returns to the stage and
 proclaims a barefaced lie to the assembled crowd: "People! Maria
 Godunova and her son Fyodor have taken poison. We have seen their
 dead bodies." Pushkin's stage direction at this point is "The people are
 silent in horror." The speaker continues, "Why are you silent? Shout 'All

 22 V. Gippius, "Aleksandr I v pushkinskikh 'Zamechaneyakh na.Annaly Tatsita,"'
 Vremennik Pushkinskoi Komissii 6 (1941), 180-81.
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 hail to Tsar Dimitri Ivanovitch!"' Pushkin's final stage direction is "The
 people say nothing."23

 In adapting this great play for his opera, Mussorgsky first produced
 a version that ended with the death of Boris and emphasized the personal
 tragedy. This was drafted at St. Petersburg in 1869, which was coinciden-
 tally just one year before the first performance of the play itself after
 decades of censorship. But in 1872 and 1874 Mussorgsky constructed a
 revised and fuller work that ended with the acclamation of Dimitri by the
 people. For operatic reasons the far subtler final scene in Pushkin probably

 seemed unworkable to the composer, but the meaning of Mussorgsky's
 conclusion was undoubtedly the same. The removal of the tsar was a
 tragedy for Russia. Had Tiberius died far earlier than he did, a similar
 disaster would probably have befallen the Roman state. After all, when the
 emperor finally did expire at an advanced age after twenty-three years of
 rule his successor was none other than Caligula, possibly the most
 monstrously evil emperor in the entire history of the Roman Empire.
 Despite the best efforts of philosophers, counselors, and wise monarchs,
 the situation in Rome and in Russia never really changed. Sadly an autocratic

 state was-and is-ill equipped to ensure the accession of a competent ruler.

 APPENDIX: CORRELATIVE PASSAGES IN TACITUS FOR PUSHKIN'S NINE

 NOTES

 Note 1: Ann. I. 6. 2

 Note 2: Ann. I. 8. 5

 Note 3:Ann. I.10.7

 Note 4: Ann. I. 12. 1-3; 13. 4-6; 14. 14

 Note 5: Ann. I. 15. 1

 Note 6: Ann. I. 35. 4-5, XI. 38. 1, XV. 63. 1-2
 Note 7: Ann. I. 52. 1-3

 Note 8: Ann. I. 53. 2

 Note 9: Ann. I. 8

 23 In the first (1825) version of Boris, which exists in a fair-copy autograph as well as in
 another authorized copy, the play came to a close with the people (narod) shouting exactly
 what they had been instructed to shout. But in the first published edition (1831) the text
 appears as translated here. The change has been much discussed and was often attributed in
 the nineteenth century to interference from the censor, who was, in Pushkin's case, Nicholas
 I himself. But the result of a vast literature on this subject now seems to be a vindication of
 Pushkin's authorial decision in transforming the ending. For varying explanations of his
 decision, cf. M. P. Alekseev, "Remarka Pushkina 'Narod bezmolvstvuet"' in id., Pushkin.
 Sravnitel'no-istoricheskie issledovaniya (Leningrad, 1984); also V. S. Listov, N. A.
 Tarchova, "K istorii remarki 'Narod bezmolvstvuet' v 'Borise Godunove,"' Vremennik
 Pushkinskoi Kommisii 17 (1979), 96-101. There is a good discussion of the issues and ample
 bibliography in the commentary cited in note 13.
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 < 3amenauus ua ,AEaAm" Tagua>
 (1>

 TH6epH* 6bIA B I4AAIPHH, KorAa noAyqHA HSBeCTHe o 6oAe3Hm npe-
 CTapeAOro ABryCTa - HeH3BeCTHO, 3aCTaA AN OH ero B ZHBbIX-flepBOe 3Ao-

 AeRHHe ero (3ameqaeT TaUHT) 6bAo ymepqUBAeCe nocTymbi ArpHnmn,
 RHYKa A~ryCTOBa. ECAH B CaMOAepzaBHOM npaBAeHHH y6H?CTBO MOEeT
 6blTb H3BHHeHo rocyAapCTBeHHOil Heo6xoAHMoCTrHo, -TO TH6epHui npaB.

 ArpHinna, POAHO1 BHyK ABryCTA, HMeA npaBO Ha BAaCTb H HpaBHAC3I
 ,tepHH Heo6buqaiHOiO CHAOIO, Aep3OCTblO H Aaze npOCTOTOIO yma - Taibosie
 AIQAH BCerAa MoryT HMeTb 60Abuloe qHCAO npMBepzeHUeB - HAH CAeAaTbCA

 OPYAHem XHTporo MRTeCZHHia. HeH3BeCTHO, rOBOpHT TaUHT, TH6epHN HAMI
 ero MaTb AHBHR y6HICTBO cue npHKa3aAH. BepowTHo AHBCR - HO H Tm.
 6epHA He nougaAHA 6w ero.

 <2>

 KorAa ceHaT npoCHA AO3BoAeHHR HeCTH TeAo ABryCTa Ha mecTo
 co2EzeHHA, - TH6epHlI nO3BOAHA cHe c HacmAeu OLt CKpOMHOmW o. TH6e.

 pHII HHKorAa He MeIIaA H3bRBAeHHio noAAoCTH, XOTR H nPHTBOCPRACA HHOrAa
 6yATo 6bl HerOAOBaA Ha OHyIO - Ho H CHe yaze BnocAeACTBHH. B HaqaAe me,
 peIuHTeAbHbRll BO Bcex CBOHX AeCCTBHRX, Kxa3acx OH 3aI1TaRHbiM H CXKpT.
 HUM B OAHHX OTHOeUHHNX CBOHX K ceHaTy.

 <3>

 ABryCT, BTOpHUHO HcnpaIXISBaR A TH6epHR TpH6yHCTBa, TOYIHO Atl
 B HaCMeUIKY H A"! HeBbIrOAHOrO CpaBHe}HR. C CaMHM co6oio xBaAHA Hapyx.
 HOCTb H HpaBbI Csoero naCbIHxa H HacAeAHHKa?

 B CHOeM 3aBegajHHH H3 eAHHOi AH 3aBHCTH COBeTOBaA OH He pacnpo
 CTpaHATb npeeAAOB HumnepHH, npOCTHpaBLeUCiR TorFa OT - AO

 <4>

 TH6epHi OTKa3bIBaeTCR OT ynpaBAeHHR rOCyAapCTBa, HO H3bRBAReT
 rOTOBHOCTb npIHHTb Ha ce6n Ty RaCTb OHoro, KOTOPYIO Ha Hero B03AOmaT.

 CKB03b pa6OAenCTBo raAAa A3HHHR BHAHT OH ero rOpAOCTb H npeA-

 npHHMqHBOCTb, HerOAyeT Ha CKaBpa, HanaawaeT Ha raTepHRf, KOTOpblA
 no0AepraeTcs onaCHOCTH 6WTb y6HTy BOHHaMH H cnaceH npocb6aMH ABrycTN
 AHBHH.

 TH6epHR He AOnycKaeT, RTo6bi AHBHx imCeAa MHoro noqecTeg H BAHR-

 HHR, He OT SaaucmU, KaK AyMaeT TaIHT; He yBeAHRHBaeT BonpeKH MHeHHIO
 ceHaTa qHCAO npeTOPOB, YCTaHOBAeHHOe ABryCTOM (12).

 <5>

 Ilepsoe ACiCTEmC TH6epHeBOM BAaCTH eCTb YHH'TOzeHme HaPOAHbIX
 co6paHHi Ha MapcoBom nOAe - cAeACTBeHHO, H AOHepmeHHe yHHqTozeHHA
 pecny6AHlH. HapoA ponfgeT. CeHaT OXOTHO cOrAamaeTCA. (TeRb npaBAeH"x
 nepe~ece~a B ceHaT.)

 (6>

 35. repmaHHX, TIeTHO cTapancb YCMHpHTb 6yHT AerHOHOB, XOTeA
 3aKOAOTbCX B rva3ax BONHOB. Ero yzepzaA&H. TorAa OAHH HB HHX nOAaA
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 emy C0oK uCq ronops: OM aocmpe-. aro noXanaoob (roBOpRT TajT)
 cARWExo mo6so H zeCCOXO CaNUM XpOCTRMM MTeT sMX . nlo RamIMa
 nOHRTRAM CASOmo CRC 6mAo 6W TOAbKO rpy6ax RacCaoWDa; Ho caMoy6RRcTso
 Tax 5C 6mo o6mxRo3Ceso B ApevZOCTr, KMKnOVMOK 3 uamR speMena,
 K BPBA Al 6Om mor repxa~ux oTKZaSaThC OT cero UpeCAAozezH, zorAa 6a
 npOqne HC DOCUPOTRURAMCb.

 Maib MeccaCumbi co3cTyeT el y6RTbCJ. MeccC8aU a uepemuvocTm
 1oAHOCHT ROR TO x rOpAy, TO l rPYKq, J Maih ce me yAepztaBseT. Ce-
 nexa se npeNTrCT3yeT csoei sene rnayAme, pemunmelci nocAeAosaKh
 3a RMM, I it npo. npeAoA en~e BORna CCTh XAaARo0pOsumE D30, a Ne
 meymcCTnaz myrxa.

 <7>

 52. Tw6epui se mor AosoACU 6MTb rCpMSHRRXOM, o3asaamIU 30oro
 cAa6OCT1 8 noramenuN 6ynTa (AermosoB]. repM&uRN cor~amae~ca ua Tpe-
 6onaxxx MITeZRRxoa, orpaNRIRsaeCT BpeM cAya6M, Aonyqpe3C cMoaoAb-
 XbIC XRKHR, Aame MeZAoyco6sRy 6RTBY. BAecrzsgue nopatenZRRx NenpRi
 TCeJA npli MapcopcxxX ceARex Re S Z OT CTOAbKc AXXW1 omm60K.
 Tu6epul 8 csoei peCR CTapaACE NI DpRX~PTb pUTop'ieCCKRMR yzpame-
 mixmi3-Meimcm DaRA Apysa, O oTKpo3cRC a aepuec. CacBTARs3me
 o6CTOXreAbcma 6AaronpuTOCTmoaAu Apyzy, n0 cel Oxaa a vuoro
 6Garopanyxns, se CxAORuACE 3a Tpe6oBanRx MSTexNRxos, Ca m MRUA
 nepBbIX o03uymTeAe*, Cam sOAopmA InOpRAOK.

 <8>

 53. IOARR, AOqb AaryCTa, CAaDSA CROMM P&C1STCTBOM N CCWAXOR
 OBRANE, yMRPCeT 3 marmaR3m, a Uaijere, MOneT 6am, so se om muWemu
 U toAoga, KaKx nuIcT Tagr -rOAOAOM 30o30 3BaOopTb 3 TIOpbMe.

 C TaKO3smM rAy6OKvmR cyaCevmn Re yAsuSre~AbO, qTo T&UNT,
 6UYt mupano*, Ne BpaBRACX HaboAeouy, YAR3RTeAcwO wcsrocepCeAcn Ha-
 noAeona, 8 TOM npSHasa.imerocz, se AyMw o Ao6pm AbASU , rOTOBbX
 KACeTh TYr aesasmcin Txpaua K CsoeCM MepTmoMy KapaTeAJ. -

 TaURT rOBOpT o TR6epRR, Rro on me Jou0 cMemwTb cuoix xpoKo-
 CYAOD (I> < aMecCTsNRRO, OaRam 3Nnrnu lio, upR6RAxesT On 33380,
 AaM Ayma ero DCe 3e3a8 cqacTus Muorx. -
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